Thank You

Growing up in a small rural town with limited financial resources, pursuing a college education posed significant challenges. The burden of student loans made attending college seem out of reach. This scholarship afforded me the opportunity to pass the CPA exam before I started working full-time. This scholarship has made my success possible without your support!

For five years, I was a full-time student, and income from my part-time jobs went toward tuition and basic living expenses. I needed a lot of help to be able to pass the CPA exam before I started working full-time. This scholarship afforded me the resources and time needed to study. I recently passed the CPA exam, and it wouldn’t have been possible without your support!
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Thank you for your support, I am confidently pursuing a college education posed with limited financial resources, my address or economic background. Thanks to your support, I am confidently working toward earning the CPA credential.

Madison McBride

The CPA Endowment Fund of the Illinois chapter of the Illinois CPA Society, gratefully thanks our generous donors for their contributions. These individuals and organizations help make a significant, life-changing impact on the lives of deserving future CPAs across the state.
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When I finally earn my CPA license, I know every sacrifice will have been worth it. However, navigating this process has been financially draining between student loans, study materials, and exam fees. This scholarship lightened the load and empowered me to stay on my path. I’m thankful to all who made it possible.

Vivien Betouni